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Accent on Achievement is a revolutionary, best-selling band method that will excite and stimulate

your students through full-color pages and the most complete collection of classics and world music

in any band method. The comprehensive review cycle in books 1 & 2 will ensure that students

remember what they learn and progress quickly. Also included are rhythm and rest exercises,

chorales, scale exercises, and 11 full band arrangements among the first two books. Book 3

includes progressive technical, rhythmic studies and chorales in all 12 major and minor keys. Also

included are lip slur exercises for increasing brass instrument range and flexibility. Accent on

Achievement meets and exceeds the USA National Standards for music education, grades five

through eight. This title is available in SmartMusic.
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My daughter plays the trumpet in band. This is her second year and she was required to have this

book. After looking over the description, it's no wonder why band teachers like to use this edition.

It's a best selling collection of classics and world music. It has many exercises for band students to

be able to practice in order to progress in their playing skill. It also not only meets the standards for

the USA music education curriculum but exceeds it.

This is nice book for my daughter who is returning to trumpet after a short break (to learn guitar).

She has the knowledge to bring herself back up to speed and the book has worked beautifully for

her. Eases you in to more advanced lessons very nicely.Book just as described; no complaints.



This book came in good shape and as described. It was required for trumpet lessons at school for a

6th grader.

Perfect, as described and shipped quickly.

Quick shipping and good price.

I think it's a good book but my 9yrs old needs Book 1 not 2. He played with this book for a while and

move back to book 1.

This book is not specified as a book for trumpets. Unless the image is enlarged, you can't tell. Had

to return it for another because I was looking for a book about clarinets.
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